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geometry worksheet -- dilations - math-drills math-drills math-drills math-drills dilations answer (a)
instructions: draw and label the dilated image for each triangle. dilations date period - troup county
school district - ©m z2 b0t1 j39 jk 8u utlaj fs wozfltiw xapr keo bl wlmcm. 6 b pailxl 8 grni tg ahthsj 5rners be
drdv uetdv.e s 6m mavdceq kwkietbh x cilnkfdi 2nei ct3ei sa zltg geqb wrda v x2d.0 worksheet by kuta
software llc unit 9 dilations practice answer key - saunders middle school - dilations find the
coordinates of the image of each point for a dilation with a scale factor of 2 at -5) 2. b(3, 10) 3. cc-2, triangle
pqr has vertices p(—2, 2), q(3, 2), and r(o, —2). find the coordinates of its image for a dilation with each given
scale factor. graph apqr and each dilation. scale factors and dilations practice worksheets - name _____
date _____ tons of free math worksheets at: © mathworksheetsland dilations and scale factors - independent
practice worksheet 4-8 dilations - glencoe - 4-8 dilations lesson 4-8 dilations 225 main idea graph dilations
on a coordinate plane. new vocabulary dilation center enlargement reduction math online glencoe • concepts
in motion • extra examples • personaltutor • self-check quiz, transformations worksheet name: date - 4.
alyssa made the design shown below. which transformation could be used to show that gure a is congruent to
gure b? a. add 5 to each x-coordinate b. multiply each y-coordinate by 1 c. multiply each x-coordinate by 1 d.
rotate the gure 90 degrees about the origin dilation teacher notes - mathedge - dilations
matheducationpage page 5 3. dilation practice you will practice dilations on lined paper, with the help of a
ruler. 1. scaling factor 2. a. draw your center of dilation on a line near the top of the page. b. a little further
down, draw a polygon in such a way that all its vertices are on lines of the paper. name class date 9-1 pequannock township high school - name class date 9-1 additional vocabulary support translations choose
the word from the list below that best matches each phrase. composition of transformations corresponding
parts image rigid motion preimage translation transformation(s) 1. chapter 9 answers - warren county
career center - chapter 9 answers (continued) 40 answers geometry chapter 9 5. reteaching 9-6 1.
translation 2. reﬂection 3. rotation 4. glide reﬂection 5. rotation 6. glide reﬂection 7. reﬂection 8. translation
reteaching 9-7 1. 2. sample: line symmetry across the dashed lines, rotational symmetry around
points,translational symmetry, lesson dilations 11-1 practice and problem solving: a/b - dilations
practice and problem solving: modified for each problem, a dilation d is named. it maps each point (x, y) of the
preimage to a corresponding point on the image. name the point on the image that corresponds to each point
of the given preimage. then plot both figures and tell the scale factor. the first one is done for you. 1. 11 ...
dilations activity sheet answer key - national council of ... - dilations activity sheet—answer key dilate
the figures following the directions in the table. record the new coordinates and make observations about the
dilation that you made. for all figures on the coordinate planes below, use a straightedge to draw rays that
extend from the center of dilation through each of vertices on the given figures. 1.
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